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oSTEM hosts guest speakers in efforts to
foster a more diverse queer community
by Roy Yang

Assistant News Editor

Elyssa harris / the tufts daily

Dr. Alice Lichtenstein, who served as the vice chair of this year’s Dietary
Guidelines Advisory, poses for a portrait in her office at the HNRCA on Mar. 9.

Tufts faculty shape US
nutrition guidelines
by Nimarta Narang
Contributing Writer

Every
five
years,
the
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and the
Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) issue
the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans. The guidelines
include updated advice about
calorie consumption and food
choices to encourage healthy
diet and physical activity for
Americans. The guidelines are
mainly targeted to those above
two years of age.
In order to issue these dietary
guidelines, the USDA and HHS
must first take scientific evidence into account. This is
where the Dietary Guidelines
Advisory Committee comes in.
Dr. Alice H. Lichtenstein, a
professor at Tufts’ Friedman
School of Nutrition Science
and Policy, was the vice chair
on this year’s advisory panel.
“The Dietary Guidelines
Advisory Committee was just
what the name implies, it was
a committee convened to summarize the published evidence
on diet and health outcomes
for presentation to the secretaries of Health and Human
Services and Agriculture,” Dr.
Lichtenstein said in an email
to the Daily. “Once that task
was completed, our committee was disbanded.”
The committee members
spent two years looking at scientific evidence and the current
guidelines in order to determine what could be kept and
what needed to be changed in
accordance with advances in
the field. They were put into
subcommittees which then
shared their work with the full
committee in order to debate it.
Dr. Miriam Nelson, Dr.
Lichtenstein’s colleague at
the Friedman School, also
served on the Dietary Guidelines
Advisory Committee. She led
the subcommittee on food safety and sustainability, served on
a committee on food and the

environment and co-chaired a
committee that looked at added
sugars. Dr. Nelson said that the
DGAC, made up of 14 people,
was purely volunteer-based
and that its members had to
get clearance in order to be a
part of it.
“We look at the evidence to
help inform what the guidelines
will be. The guidelines are the
policy that is implemented within federal nutrition assistance
programs, such as food stamps,
school breakfast and lunch,
meals on wheels, senior housing, etc.,” explains Dr. Nelson.
“We are the technical team, if
you will. We provide guidance
and that’s what the report was.”
According to Dr. Nelson, in
1977, when the first guidelines
were being developed, the
intention behind them was to
get Americans to eat slightly
less meat.
“Lobbying groups for commodities that produced beef
really lobbied against that,
and changed it to eat less
fat,” Dr. Nelson said. “There
were huge ramifications on
the dietary guidelines and it
was an example of caving into
political pressure.”
Today, Nelson believes
that political pressure to influence the guidelines still exists
to a certain extent, but said
that the committee that was
formed this year was able to
produce findings that weren’t
skewed by it.
“Our committee was awesome,” she said. “I believe that
we spoke with one voice and
there wasn’t a lot of contention. We are not paid by a commodity group; we are academics. We are supposed to look at
science and be unbiased.”
This year, the major changes
the advisory committee had
proposed included changes on
the restrictions on fat, cholesterol and added sugar.
“Given the lack of a relationship between total dietary fat
see NUTRITION, page 2

Just before spring break,
out in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
(oSTEM) hosted the president
of the oSTEM National Board,
Eric Patridge, who discussed
the need to build LGBT+ communities within science, technology, engineering and math
(STEM) fields.
“[Patridge’s] statistics gave
a lot of insight as to which
communities in STEM feel
most comfortable in queer
inclusiveness,” Tufts oSTEM
President Julia Fowler said of
the event. “There was a breakdown of who was most likely to
be out in STEM communities,
and how comfortable they are
likely to feel in coming out and
the issues behind it.”
The event was held as part
of oSTEM’s speaker series,

which plays a major role in
oSTEM’s efforts to strengthen
the queer STEM community and create diversity within
that queer community, Fowler,
a junior, said.
“It is uncomfortably true in
all communities that you get
very little diversity even within,” Fowler said. “For example, we still have the cis gay
man as the face in the queer
community, and so with the
speaker series, we wanted to
change that perspective. We
brought in a trans speaker
and a female speaker, and
reached [out] to speakers of
different orientations.”
According to Fowler, these
guest speakers, who work in
STEM industries, become role
models for STEM students
who identify as queer.
“I think these events are
super important because
while there is a huge queer

community at Tufts, it’s super
segregated from science communities,” Fowler said. “It
used to be that when you
hang out in a queer community or the LGBT Center, no
one did science and most were
students of humanities or
social studies. It makes sense
as these fields relate to the
public policy of [the] queer
movement, and they are great
and obviously super important. But seeing these amazing
people who have clearly gone
through [this] is really exciting, because it’s a face you
don’t see that often.”
oSTEM Treasurer Chase
Crumbaugh, a junior majoring in computer science,
said he feels that the STEM
community at Tufts is not as
diverse as it could be.
“I feel like many people
see OSTEM, page 2
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Tufts’ DTZ employees and students protest proposed janitorial cuts as they march from Brown
and Brew to Ballou Hall.

Second protest of DTZ cuts held before TLC public forum
Yesterday, Tufts custodial employees, students and
community members marched
from Brown and Brew to Ballou
Hall to protest proposed layoffs and changes in custodial
employee schedules.
DTZ,
the
organization
that manages Tufts’ custodial
services, recently proposed 35
layoffs and 56 job changes in
order to comply with the university’s request to streamline
operations.
Tufts Labor Coalition will be
hosting a public forum today
at 2:30 p.m. in Braker Hall
001 to discuss the situation, at
which university administra-

Inside this issue

tors will outline their plan for
the proposed changes.
This is the second protest
to take place this month in
response to proposed cuts in
janitorial services. On March
10, DTZ employees, students
and union representatives
marched from Brown and Brew
to Tufts Facilities Services on
Boston Ave., while Tufts Labor
Coalition (TLC) members negotiated the proposed changes
with university and DTZ representatives.
Service Employees International
Union, which represents the custodial staff, and students from
TLC have voiced their opposi-

tion to this efficiency plan since
the changes in Tufts’ contract
with DTZ were first announced in
late November last semester.
TLC
mounted
protests
and sit-ins in response and
signed an agreement with
Executive
Vice
President
Patricia Campbell at the end
of the fall term. As part of
their agreement, administrators agreed to attend an open
forum hosted by TLC in the
spring semester.

—by Nicholas Pfosi

Today’s sections

The Daily Arts Section
reviews
Kendrick
Lamar’s new album,
“To Pimp a Butterfly.”

Women’s basketball followed up its historic
2013-14 run with another successful year at the
national level.

see ARTS, page 5
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Friedman professors work on national health policy
NUTRITION

continued from page 1

and health outcomes, the committee indicated the evidence did not
support recommending a target [fat]
intake,” explained Dr. Lichtenstein.
“With respect to type of fat, the committee indicated that the evidence
supports better health outcomes if
saturated fat is less than 10 percent
of calories, when the saturated fat is
replaced with unsaturated fat, particularly polyunsaturated fat, and not
refined carbohydrate.”
Dr. Liechtenstein said that the
severity of cholesterol restrictions was
also reduced.
“With regard to dietary cholesterol
the committee concluded that within
the context of current intakes there no
longer needed to be a targeted upper
limit,” she said.
The negative effects of large quantities of added sugars were confirmed: Dr.
Nelson explained that the committee is
now recommending that no more than
10 percent of calories should come from
added sugars.
The committee also looked at evidence on the effects of coffee and caffeine, which produced some interesting findings.

continued from page 1
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“We saw that coffee, not caffeine, is
quite health promoting,” Dr. Nelson
said. “It may reduce risk of heart disease, type 2 diabetes, some cancers
and potentially Parkinson’s disease.”
Before giving college students
a chance to rejoice, however, Dr.
Nelson was quick to clarify that
moderate amounts of coffee, not
five cups or large quantities, would
prove beneficial.
For the very first time, the committee’s recommendations also take into
account the impact of food production, processing and consumption on
environmental sustainability. Part D,
Chapter 5 of the report reads: “The
environmental impact of food production is considerable and if natural
resources such as land, water and
energy are not conserved and managed optimally, they will be strained
and potentially lost.” Among its recommendations are linking sustainability with healthy diets, increasing
demand for sustainable food and
minimizing waste.
	 Some say that the committee oversteps its boundaries in this aspect of
the report. According to an article published on theblaze.com, Agriculture
Committee Chairman Mike Conaway

(R-Texas) said of the recommendations, “members of the Dietary
Guidelines Advisory Committee greatly
exceeded their scope.”
Dr. Lichtenstein said that along
with the recommendations from the
advisory committee, the USDA and
HSS also look at public comments like
these in order to inform their final
decisions on guidelines.
“Ultimately, it is important that
dietary recommendations can be
adapted to personal, cultural and ethnic preferences,” she said.
The advisory panel this year consisted of three members from Tufts
University, an impressive number considering no other university
had the same representation. When
asked about her reason to be a part
of the panel, Dr. Nelson, who is also
the associate dean of the Jonathan M.
Tisch College of Citizenship and Public
Service, saw her service as her way of
giving back.
“As a professional in the world of
food and public health, guidelines
have [a] huge impact on people and
health and so it’s an honor,” Dr.
Nelson said. “I care deeply about [the]
public’s health and so this is a way in
terms of public service to give back.”

oSTEM working to expand awareness, support for
queer STEM students
OSTEM

Assistant Sports Editors
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see Tufts as a progressive school,
and that we don’t have issues here,”
Crumbaugh said. “But there are
problems here as well, and the STEM
climate is not perfect, even here.
I think it could be difficult to feel
accepted when you are an outlier
and there aren’t other minorities to
relate with. So I think it’s good to
have safe places where queer STEM
students can go and see that they
have peers they can relate to and
share experiences with.”
Fowler noted that while STEM communities at Tufts are slowly improving in providing more diverse spaces
for queer members, more work needs
to be done to ensure awareness of

the experiences of LGBT+ students in
STEM fields.
“I think we definitely have more
reaching out to do still with the STEM
communities,” Fowler said. “It’s harder
because we can only go as far as our
connections go, generally. Many heads
of departments don’t even know what
this group is yet and aren’t all that
interested. As we get more members,
we can reach out to more professors
of various departments, but we don’t
know how rapid that process can be.”
Regardless of the speed of this
progress, Fowler said she believes it’s
important to continue fostering diversity within the STEM community for
students.
“I see no reason why there shouldn’t
be more diversity in the communities,”

Fowler said. “There is no reason to
limit spaces to certain people, and it’s
natural that you want everyone to be
involved in something if they want to
be involved in it.”
oSTEM is currently planning to host
a panel on April 6, featuring openly
queer Tufts professors who will discuss the “scientist identity,” according
to Fowler. With more events planned,
Fowler said she hopes to see support
for the club continue.
“I just want it to keep up. I feel that
many groups go through slumps, and
we’ve been going really strong with all
these great events,” Fowler said. “I just
want it to continue to be a space where
everyone feels comfortable and people
are excited about what’s going on in
the group.”
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Kendrick Lamar
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Reverb is a weekly collaborative
music review within the Arts section that explores new albums and
covers new artists, whether indie or
mainstream. Our goal is to explore
and examine everything that modern music has to offer and to educate anyone who cares. This week,
Reverb covered Kendrick Lamar’s
“To Pimp a Butterfly,” an album
that many are calling one of the
greatest in recent hip-hop history.
Trijnstel via Flickr Creative Commons

On his new album, Kendrick addresses institutionalized racism and the modern rap game, channeling his hero Tupac Shakur and even infusing the album with a poem addressed to Tupac.

Kendrick Lamar exposes societal downfalls, shines
on new album
by Yotam Bentov
Contributing Writer

The best hip-hop record in recent
memory opens with a simple sound bit,
sampled off of the 1974 Boris Gardiner
song, “Every N****r is a Star” [this song
title was altered during the editing
process]. Kendrick Lamar’s “To Pimp a
Butterfly” (2015) goes on to reaffirm,
reject, tear, mend and scream this simple message of racial self-love. This is the
record Kendrick Lamar has been waiting
his entire career to make. It stands as a
culmination of ideas previously established in Kendrick’s work and fleshed out
in full here; ideas about society, music,
duty, evil and the way all these trappings
are intertwined and self-propagating
within his psyche. “To Pimp a Butterfly”
is introspective, but is also driven by a
simple mission of spreading light in a
space that is dark – whether that space is
Kendrick’s own mind or the community
that surrounds him.
Instrumentally, To Pimp a Butterfly is
incredibly innovative, playing as a sonic
tribute to the musical legacies of the African
diaspora. Kendrick synthesizes funk, reggae and jazz to create a unique sound that

is both familiar and slightly alien. Many
tracks are fueled by the complicated basslines of frequent collaborator Thundercat.
Kendrick also recruits a host of producers, from the cult famous Flying Lotus on
the album’s opener to the fairly obscure
Top Dawg Entertainment producer Love
Dragon, who helped bring about some of
the album’s darkest moments.
However, the real power of the record
comes from Kendrick’s masterful performance and message. One of the album’s
most moving works isn’t a song, but rather
a spoken word piece, progressively recited
in greater length as the album plays out.
Each track is linked to this piece, which
sees Kendrick struggling with the same
issues that have constantly haunted him
throughout his career. He talks about the
troubles of his community, the struggles of
being a black man, and his own difficulty
in finding confidence within himself.
Mostly, though, “To Pimp A Butterfly”
is about conversations. Listeners
hear Kendrick talking to himself, to a
young man from his neighborhood, to the
devil, to Tupac and even to God. All these
conversations occur in a common space,
where both the devil and God manifest
themselves as people that orbit Kendrick’s

complicated mental processes. Somewhat
ironically, these conversations are also the
most introspective moments on the album.
On “u,” listeners find Kendrick spending
a night in a hotel room, drunk and selfloathing, screaming at himself, “loving you
is complicated!” On the opposite hand, the
euphoric track “For Sale (Interlude)” documents Kendrick speaking to Lucifer, disguised as a girl named Lucy, who promises
Kendrick all the perks of a successful rap
career in return for his allegiance.
One of the album’s more optimistic
moments comes on “Complexion (A Zulu
Love),” an ode to black self-love. This track
is then followed by one of an opposite
sound and message — “The Blacker the
Berry” — a tale of anger at the systematic hatred that Kendrick asserts is routine
within his environment.
As the singing on the album’s last track,
“Mortal Man,” comes to a close, Kendrick
continues to recite the album’s spoken word
piece in full. We find out however, that the
recitation was meant to address one specific
person who has been invisibly present as an
audience throughout the album — and is, in
fact, the deceased Tupac Shakur. Kendrick
uses 20-year-old sound bits to weave
together a coherent and profound conver-

sation with his idol. We listen as Kendrick
talks with Tupac about race, society and the
career of a rapper.
Kendrick goes on to offer Tupac
one final poem – one that plays to the
album’s namesake. Kendrick tells the story
of a caterpillar and a butterfly, of selftranscendence and, as he states, “inner
beauty.” The album concludes with
Kendrick asking Tupac about his thoughts
on the poem — but there is no response,
as Kendrick hears empty space, bringing
back the dark reality of violence that took
the life of Tupac and is still ever present.
Even though the album’s last note is
dark, — the same isn’t true of the record
as a whole. Kendrick acknowledges the
evils that surround him. He ultimately
decides to shrug off his tribulations in
favor of a radically accepting and loving
attitude. The album is built on a subtle
interplay between darkness and light, but
Kendrick ultimately decides that the latter is more powerful than the former. His
mission is thus to advertise the good that
exists around him. “To Pimp a Butterfly”
is a complex and haunting record, but
it stands as a musical and thematic juggernaut that will, without a doubt, remain
important for many, many more years.

Kendrick Lamar returns to reign hip-hop with
masterpiece album 'To Pimp a Butterfly'
by Ascher Kulich
Contributing Writer

“I got a bone to pick” are Kendrick
Lamar’s first words on “King Kunta,” and
— now three years removed from his place
atop hip-hop’s throne, a seat he held comfortably when his debut album, “good kid,
m.A.A.d. city” (2012), was released — “he
mad.” Now, he wants his throne back.
America, according to Lamar, has spiraled out of control, with racial injustice,
hypocrisy and ignorance threatening the
lives of those in a land that is often not
free. His “bone to pick” is a double entendre: Kendrick questions the institutionalized racial discrimination against blacks
and calls out modern rappers for their misguided messages. “I ain’t stressin’” Kendrick
says. He’s hopeful, and that hope manifests
itself within giddy, G-funk-style beats. On
this funky cut, and on the rest of “To Pimp
a Butterfly,” Kendrick Lamar acts as the
preacher, spitting and singing about the
state of hip-hop and black America as he
sees it: an America bursting with feelings of
anger, sadness and rejuvenation.
“To Pimp a Butterfly” is produced with as
much lovely, airy pomp as its title suggests.

Lamar’s words lie behind a veil of stylish
jazz horns, guitar riffs and piano ballads,
and they jump in between verses sporadically. On “Institutionalized,” horns flutter in
and out to lighten the mood and heaviness
of Kendrick’s lyrics. Snoop Dogg, among
others, lends his voice to the track, warning
against the power of money, his voice a dry,
forlorn whisper.
Meanwhile, “u” starts with Kendrick
repeatedly wailing, “loving you is complicated.” Referring to himself in the second person, Kendrick shrieks his anthem,
revealing his struggles with self-acceptance.
Defeated and sitting alone in a hotel room,
Kendrick’s persona on “u” is interrupted by
a brilliantly jarring transition — a knock on
the door, phrases in Spanish, an unidentified female voice — and continues with
Kendrick moaning in his own drunken,
depressed seclusion.
“Alright,” the following track, demonstrates a 180-degree change, picking up
the tempo as Kendrick is, as he states,
alright again. The repetition of “we gon’
be alright” from Pharrell Williams over a
silky, a capella-infused background provides
the sole opportunity for head-nodding on
the album. Yet each track blossoms on its

own, from the slinky horn-filled soundscape
on “For Sale? (Interlude)” to the clinking,
R&B-friendly vibes on “Momma.” “Hood
Politics” attacks American politics and modern rap, as Kendrick shoots holes in society’s hypocrisy. He even touches on the
uproar surrounding his verse on Big Sean’s
“Control” (2013), as he raps the lyrics, “It’s
funny how one verse can fuck up the game.”
“Hood Politics” takes on a funky, ghoulish
nature as it develops, and it’s clear that the
ghosts of Kendrick’s past, ones entranced
by the spoils of his rags-to-riches progression, are haunting his thoughts. Kendrick
Lamar is knocking with both hands on the
door to hip-hop’s “greatest artists ever” discussion. Already a hip-hop icon, Kendrick
feels responsible as the voice of his audience; one deeply entrenched in black culture.  According to Kendrick, it’s up to him,
right now, to live up to that responsibility.
The album’s production fits together
“like a box of chocolates,” as Kendrick sings
on “Institutionalized.” Each song is a truffle
filled with unique and unexpected flavors,
and the album’s message, dispersed intermittently as poetic interludes, transforms
“To Pimp a Butterfly” into a modern masterpiece. Kendrick recites pieces of a poem,

breaking up the verses over the first fifteen
songs, and repeats the entire poem at the
end of the album’s closer, “Mortal Man.”
It’s a fitting title, as it reveals Kendrick’s
self-awareness; he’s trying to be a man of
the people, and pointing out his mortality
achieves just that.
Ironically, he draws attention to his
humanity by constructing an interview
with Tupac, made up of old interview clips
and Kendrick’s own verbal quips, on the
first half of “Mortal Man”; the trick that transcends time is something only an immortal
Kendrick could pull off.
It’s no coincidence that “To Pimp a
Butterfly” was released nearly 20 years to the
date after Tupac’s “Me Against the World”
(1995) dropped. Kendrick’s views seem contrary to “the World’s” opinions. On “The
Blacker the Berry,” Kendrick calls himself
a hypocrite, and it’s a refreshing point of
view, as he holds himself accountable for
his anger-filled actions and emotions of his
past. “i,” arguably the best track on “To Pimp
a Butterfly,” is Kendrick’s overwhelminglypositive message to his audience. At the end
of the day, regardless of racial or ideological
differences, he and everyone must learn to
“love themselves.”
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Crossword

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

DOWN
1 Start of a
children’s song
2 Gluttonous
Augustus in
“Charlie and the
Chocolate
Factory”
3 Posse target

by Fury

3/27/15

By Jacob Stulberg

4 Stop: Abbr.
5 __ sale
6 Word with man or
horse
7 Latin lambs
8 To make sure
9 Confessor’s words
10 Haberdashery
stock
11 Directed
12 Exist
13 Sign on a door
15 Put away
21 Djibouti neighbor:
Abbr.
23 Canine
24 Hun king, in
Norse legend
25 Capital of
Shaanxi Province
27 Several
28 “Twittering
Machine” artist
29 Observer
31 Mother __
32 Fools
35 2/3, say
36 Big name in
publishing
37 Decorates, in a
way
38 Mountain sighting
39 JFK list
40 Queen dowager
of Jordan
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ACROSS
1 Long __
4 Spartan
colonnades
9 Belief of more
than a billion
14 *1952 #1 hit for
Leroy Anderson
16 “Done!”
17 *Math reciprocal
18 Expand
19 Numskull
20 Start of a rumor
22 Fuel economy
testing org.
23 Business card
word
26 On the table
30 With 35-Across,
question the
starred clues
might ask
33 Zhou __
34 Wide size
35 See 30-Across
42 Boston Coll. is in
it
43 ’90s runner
44 Response to
30-/35-Across,
and a hint to a
hidden word in
14-, 17-, 61- and
66-Across
50 Pith
51 Medit. land
52 Revised versions:
Abbr.
55 Sharp
57 Stop on Amtrak’s
Lake Shore
Limited route
58 Theodore’s first
lady
61 *“Atomic” Crayola
color
65 Event with pole
bending
66 *Bogged down
67 “Octopus’s
Garden”
songwriter
68 Holds up
69 Sch. units

Comics

Thursday’s Puzzle
Solved
thursday’s
Solution

Married to the Sea 							

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

41 Wall St.
purchase
45 Rattletrap
46 Hold
47 “Born on the
Bayou” band,
briefly
48 “Mean Streets”
co-star
49 How ghost
stories are told
53 “2 Broke Girls”
setting

3/27/15

54 Origins
56 Actress Delany
57 Bit of work
58 Triage ctrs.
59 Finish, as a letter,
perhaps
60 Wyo. neighbor
62 Some Windows
systems
63 Hood’s gun
64 U.S. Army rank
abolished in
1815

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

BAMOM
PRIYAT

POLTEP

SUDOKU

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

LATVI

www.marriedtothesea.com

Level: Making a perfect bracket.

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Print your
answer here:
Yesterday’s

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: CLOUT
GRIME
QUENCH
APPEAR
Answer: Sales of sports cars at the dealership were —
ACCELERATING

Late Night at the Daily

Thursday’s Solution

Nika: “Maybe the patriarchy doesn’t want to go
out to dinner.”

Please recycle this Daily.
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Wanted
$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos’ resilience despite injuries stands as hallmark of season

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from back

and watch again was probably the best part
of the season,” North said. “I know the whole
team loves playing at home and feeding off
of that energy, so I think that was definitely
a great part of it. Just overall a really successful season again, and as a sophomore my
record is 60-6, so I can’t be ashamed of that.”
Within the NESCAC, Tufts finished at an
undefeated 10-0 for the second year in a row.
North held the league’s highest field-goal percentage, shooting 57.9 percent from the floor,
and was fourth in the conference with 9.3
rebounds per game. Senior tri-captain Hayley
Kanner finished second in the conference
with 2.5 blocks per game, and North was right
behind her in third with 2.1 per game.
Roberson finished eighth in the conference in steals with 1.5 per game, a credit
to her role as one of the team’s shutdown
defenders, and first-year Lauren Dillon
capped her impressive rookie campaign with
a fourth-place ranking in the NESCAC for
assists with 3.2 per game.
Beyond all of the numbers, though, what
made this season most notable for the
Jumbos was their ability to play at such a
high level despite facing adversity in the
form of injuries throughout the year. What
really proved Tufts to be an elite team was its
ability to step up when players went down.
“Losing [senior tri-captain] Kelsey
[Morehead] in the middle of the season – I
think if you asked us at the beginning of the
year if we could win all of our games without
Kelsey, because she’s such a huge part of the
team, I think people would have been not

sure if we would have been able to do it,”
Roberson said. “It was definitely difficult.
So Lauren Dillon being able to step into the
point guard role, and the other [first-years]
and younger players stepping up, was huge
during the season. And then obviously it was
a tough loss with Hannah [Foley]. Again, I
think same thing, people just use that as
motivation. It’s a huge setback, not having
Hannah. She rebounds, she plays defense,
she scores, she does a lot of everything on
the court. And I think people kind of use that
as motivation — wanting to play for her, and
playing a little bit harder — which definitely
helped us in the NCAA tournament run to
kind of pull through those games for her.”
Morehead, who had not played a game
since the end of December before returning in the NESCAC tournament, proved to
be a major contributor for the team down
the stretch, most notably in her 19-point
performance in an overtime battle with St.
John Fisher in the second round of the
NCAA tournament. Her 5-of-10 shooting
from beyond the arc led Tufts in a comeback
victory to keep the season alive.
Foley, who went down in the NESCAC
semifinals with a knee injury, was seemingly finished with her collegiate career after
sustaining an injury so late in the season.
However, she fought back to enter the game
during the NCAA semifinals against Thomas
More. Although she was only able to play
four minutes in the game before the injury
forced her to the sideline, the fact that she
was able to suit up and get on the floor at all
is a testament to her perseverance.
The team’s resilience as it banded together

and continued to grind out wins when players were injured, as well as the injured players’ toughness to get back out on the court,
shows how much the team members wanted
to fight for each other to be successful.
“I think it just takes a lot of heart, especially because the people who had injuries
really battled back and came back to play,”
North said. “I mean, Kelsey with her injury
in December, no one really knew how long
it would take for her to get back and how
she would do coming back. She worked
so hard everyday to get better and to heal
her knee, and she came back like nothing
even happened. And then with Hannah’s
injury, I mean everyone just thought she
was done since it was the end of the season
and we didn’t know how much longer we
had anyway. The whole team fought to get
her back to the Final Four because we knew
if we could get back there, there was a slight
chance that she could play. We just battled
and once we got there she just showed true
grit and true heart. To get back on that floor
with a torn ACL, that’s just really scary. And
for her to do that and show our team how
much she cared was really meaningful.”
The Jumbos picked up a multitude of
postseason honors as well. Kanner led the
team with NESCAC Player of the Year honors, D3hoops.com Northeast Region Player
of the Year honors and Women’s Basketball
Coaches Association (WBCA) Div. III AllAmerican honors. North scored All-NESCAC
second team honors, All-Northeast Region
fourth team accolades and All-American
honorable mention. Foley was picked for
the All-NESCAC second team, and coach

Tufts dominates in doubles matches over spring break
MEN’S TENNIS

continued from back

As for his successful start to the
season, Gupte feels he is satisfied with
his performance, but emphasized how
well the team as a whole has started.
“Everyone’s playing well, everyone’s
working hard,” he said. “I think it’s
been a really good season overall.”
Tufts’ only loss of the season so far
came against No. 9 Pomona-
P itzer.
A formidable force in Div. III tennis,
Pomona was sure to pose the team’s big-

gest challenge of the week. Tufts did not
go down easily, however, as Pomona-
Pitzer only squeezed out a one-match
advantage to win 5-4 . The biggest highlight for the team was its doubles play,
as Tufts beat Pomona-P itzer in two of
the three doubles matches. Tufts won
two and lost four of the singles matches
in a battle that saw two of Tufts’ losses
end in three sets.
Tan says that the team was satisfied
with its performance against PomonaPitzer despite the loss.

“[It was] one of the closer matches
that I’ve had in four years here,” he said.
He also explained how the team’s
emphasis on doubles was imperative
to its success in California.
“We’ve wanted to have better doubles
than our opponents and, for the most
part, we did a good job of that,” he said.
The results certainly back this up, as the
Jumbos notched 11 doubles wins and just
one loss over the span of those four games.
After a 10-day break following its last
match in California, No. 26 Tufts will

Carla Berube was named NESCAC Coach of
the Year for the fifth time. Berube also was
the Northeast Region Coach of the Year and
was one of ten finalists named for the Div. III
National Coach of the Year award.
While Tufts can enjoy the titles and awards
that came with such a successful season for
the time being, there is no doubt that the
Jumbos are looking ahead to the chance to
push past the NCAA semifinals next season.
They will sustain some heavy losses as four
seniors who showed strong leadership —
Kanner, Morehead, Foley and Hannah Artner
— graduate, but because so many younger
players had to step up and take over en route
to the Final Four, there should be plenty of
experience on which the Jumbos can build a
strong 2015-16 campaign.
“I know we’re all excited to even start
playing again,” North said. “[Tuesday] was
like our first official day off, and we don’t
really know what to do with ourselves. But,
yeah, by the end of the season, four of
the starting five were not seniors, so we’re
returning four of those. And so I think next
year we will still have a lot of experience, and
yeah we’re losing a lot of talent through the
three senior captains and their leadership,
but I think we still have the potential to be
a really strong team next year, especially in
the NESCAC. And our goals will never really
change, we still want to win that national
championship and get back to the Final
Four for a third straight year. Having these
four losses at the Final Four now will just
keep adding more fuel to the fire. We’ll just
want to work that much harder to make sure
we get that win there next year.”

launch into a busy April schedule with a
match against Brandeis on the first day
of the month. Coach Karl Gregor will
demand more hard work from the team
in preparation for the period of seemingly
non-stop matches.
Looking forward, Tan sees a top 20 —
or maybe even top 15 — national ranking
as a feasible goal for the team. Gupte had
a similarly optimistic opinion.
“Everyone’s on the same page and
we started really well … it’ll be a good
season to look forward to,” he said.

Jumbos show optimism for future in pool
WOMEN’S SWIMMING AND DIVING
continued from back

meets,” Bigelow said. “The Midd Invite
and NESCACs were the team’s proudest
accomplishments this year. Across the
board, everyone did an excellent job.”
Bigelow hopes to see this year’s crop of
first-years have an even greater impact
next year. Based on the work ethic and
team spirit senior tri-captain Kathryn
Coniglio saw from them this year, she
believes the Jumbos have a bright future
ahead of them.
“I am extremely grateful for an unbelievable [first-year] class,” Coniglio said. “I
think we owe a lot of our successes from
this past season to their overall dedication
and commitment to the team … Because
we had such a small senior class this year,
the [first-years] had to step up quickly, and
they really delivered.”
Mahoney was also impressed by the
first-years and expects them to be the
backbone of next year’s team.
“Every year brings a new group of
girls that allows Tufts Swimming to
grow and change,” Mahoney said.
“This year we had a fantastic [firstyear] class. Their energy and ambition was an invaluable addition to the
team, and we look forward to getting
back to the top of the NESCAC in the
coming 2015-2016 season.”

Caroline Ambros / The Tufts Daily

The Jumbos ended their season in seventh place in the very competitive NESCAC.
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Jumbos' season focused on Tufts ends historic run, still
strengthening young roster searches for national title
by Tyler Maher
Sports Editor

For the women’s swimming and diving team, the 2014-2015 season was a
transition year focused on integrating
underclassmen into a youthful roster.
The Jumbos developed their talent as
the season progressed, gaining confidence and experience with each meet
and evolving into a much stronger team
by the season’s end.
“I’m proud of the improvements we
made this year,” sophomore Amanda
Gottschalk said. “We scored more points
at the NESCAC championship and bettered our dual-meet record from last
year. We came into the season focusing our competitive spirit and I think
we succeeded in being a more focused
team … Furthermore, I am so impressed
with how we came together as a team
throughout difficult practices and challenging meets.”
Junior Sarah Mahoney echoed those
sentiments, emphasizing the team’s
outstanding preparation and individual
improvement.
“I am so proud of every lap we swam
and every set we conquered,” Mahoney
said. “We found success in each other,
and we got stronger every time we
cheered together, pushed through practice or won a meet.”
It appeared Tufts had a long way to
go after dropping both matches of its
season-opening tri-meet at Middlebury
on Nov. 22. The Jumbos did win three
events, however: first-years Anna Kimura
and Kelsey Gallagher won the 100 butterfly and 200 backstroke, respectively.
Sophomore diver Kylie Reiman won the
three-meter and narrowly lost the onemeter by 1.05 points.
In its final competition of the fall
semester two weeks later, the team finished fifth at the MIT Invitational, beating out Harvard, Wheaton and Bowdoin.
The Jumbos scored eight top-eight finishes overall at the meet, including four
on the final day of the meet to vault from
seventh place to fifth.
Following a training trip to Puerto
Rico over winter break, they returned
in significantly better shape — and
it showed in the pool. Tufts notched

a pair of wins in dual-meets, beating
Wesleyan 176-115 on Jan. 18 and topping Wheaton 158-138 six days later.
Gottschalk pointed to that training trip
as a turning point in the season.
“One moment that stood out to me
was our last practice of training trip,”
Gottschalk recalled. “As everyone
cheered on whoever was swimming their
final laps, it really became evident how
much camaraderie we have and how
much our team supports one another.”
That camaraderie was evident when
the team celebrated Senior Day on Jan.
17, its first meet of the winter semester.
Though Tufts fell to MIT 219-74, the final
score did not diminish the achievements
of the team’s five seniors.
“I would have to say that I was very
proud of my fellow seniors this year,”
senior tri-captain Amanda Wachenfeld
said. “They all worked really hard and
had amazing final seasons. It was an
honor swimming with them for four
years, and I really loved watching all of
them succeed this season.”
The Jumbos concluded their regular
season with the Middlebury Invitational —
a non-scoring event — from Jan. 30-31. At
the NESCAC Championships two weeks
later, Tufts came in seventh as Kimura
broke the school record in the 200
breaststroke. Kimura finished the event
in 2:21.94 to eclipse Jenny Hu’s mark of
2:22.05 set last year. Sophomore diver
Kylie Reiman also stood out, taking fourth
place in the one-meter and finishing sixth
in the three-meter.
Reiman went on to compete in
the NCAA Zone Diving Qualifier at
Springfield College from Feb. 27-28. The
sophomore performed a full 11-dive list
each day, finishing 25th out of 28 in the
one-meter on day one and 22nd out
of 26 in the three-meter on day two.
Maura Sticco, a first-year from Wellesley
College, won both events.
While coach Nancy Bigelow would
have liked to have seen Tufts perform
better in the first half of its season, she
was nevertheless impressed by the team’s
strong finishing act.
“Everyone performed so well at
our end-of-season shave and taper
see WOMEN’S SWIMMING, page 7

by Alex Schroeder
Sports Editor

After a breakthrough season in 2013-14,
the Tufts women’s basketball team was back
this year with its sights set not only on repeating last season’s success, but on taking it a
step further: to the program’s first national
championship. The Jumbos hit the mark in
many respects, winning a second consecutive NESCAC championship, going undefeated at home and advancing through the
NCAA tournament to the semifinals once

but having gone back is a great accomplishment. It just kind of shows how hard everyone
worked in the offseason from last year to this
year and how everyone improved. So definitely
a season to be proud of, even though we didn’t
come home with the win.”
Tufts finished the season with a 30-3 record,
matching the program’s single-season record
for victories and the nation’s top-ranked scoring defense, allowing an average of 47.5 points
per game. The Jumbos had standout performances from a number of players, including senior tri-captain Hannah Foley’s 44 per-

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

Tufts guard Emma Roberson looks to pass around a Bowdoin defender in the NESCAC
championship on Feb. 22.
again. Like last year, however, they fell just
short of the title game with losses in the Final
Four and the third-place game, finishing the
year as the fourth-best team in the country.
The results of this year, impressive by any
measure of success, leave a mixed impression
on the Jumbos, however, who are searching for a breakthrough that would ideally
leave them hosting the NCAA Div. III championship trophy at the end of the season.
“I think it was kind of disappointing,” junior
Emma Roberson said. “I think last year it was
more exciting just to get that far to the Final
Four. And this year, getting back, we were more
focused on trying to come back with a win. So
definitely a lot more disappointing I would say,

cent 3-point percentage, good for sixth in the
country, and sophomore Michela North’s 16
double-doubles on the season, just four short
of the top mark in the nation.
In the past two years, the Jumbos have
solidified their presence as a contender for
the national championship. The growth and
progress have generated a lot of memorable
moments in the process.
“Despite the loss at the Final Four, I think
the whole journey – hosting all the NCAA
games again – was just a great experience,
and having that home-court advantage and
being able to have all of our fans come out
see WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 7

Tennis

Jumbos start season strongly on spring break trip to California
by Jack Szumski
Contributing Writer

The men’s tennis team enjoyed
more than just the good weather on
its spring break trip to California. With
three wins and an impressive performance in its loss to Pomona-
P itzer,
Tufts succeeded in establishing a winning start to the busy spring season.
Before heading back home to
Massachusetts, the team capped off
the successful week with a win at No.
24 California Lutheran. While the first
three singles matches went to the home
team, the Jumbos’ doubles teams pulled
through with a sweep to earn the 6-3 win.
Junior Nik Telkedzhiev, ranked 38th in the
country, as well as junior Rob Jacobson
and first-
year Griffin Brockman, won
one set each, but lost in the first, second
and third singles slots, respectively. The
next three singles matches, however, all
went to the Jumbos, and with a sweep in
the three doubles matches, the team was
able to head home with its third win.
The match at California Lutheran followed a dominant display against non-
ranked College of the Desert. In the first
two singles slots, sophomore Benjamin
Battle and Jacobson needed three sets
to beat their opponents. All four of the
other singles matches lasted for only two
sets, as Tufts swept the singles contests.

Caroline Geiling / The Tufts Daily

Junior Nick Cary and the men’s tennis team kicked off the spring season with a 3-1
record over the break.
The only win for College of the Desert
came in the third doubles slot with a
very close tiebreaker. The Jumbos’ final
score of 8-1 reflected a performance that
was more than sufficient.
Tufts kicked off its matches in
the Golden State against No. 28
Denison University. The season opener saw spring debuts from first-
years

Rohan Gupte and Brockman, both
hoping to solidify places in the team
going forward. In the sixth singles slot,
Gupte overcame a loss in the second set
to win the third set and earn the victory.
He then joined junior co-captain Rob
Jacobson to win in the third doubles
position. Jacobson also dropped one
set on the way to victory in his singles

match in the third position. Brockman
fell in the fifth slot, but the result proved
insignificant as Tufts won in every other
position to earn its first win of the
season. The Jumbos swept the first,
second and fourth singles matches as
Telkedzhiev, Battle and junior Nick Cary
all proved too much for their opponents. The team was bolstered by wins
in all three doubles slots.
Gupte impressed on his first trip to
California with the team, earning
three singles and three doubles wins and
losing only once. For the first-years on the
team, the introduction to college spring
tennis means a level of skill and intensity
higher than anything they have previously
experienced. Gupte explained that college
tennis also places much greater emphasis
on team success, which helps the first-
years cope with the increase in intensity.
Senior co-captain Brian Tan agreed
that the greater level of intensity poses
the biggest challenge for the first
years, but praised how well Tufts’ rookies have handled it.
“The [first-years] have been especially impressive — just being on a
team for the first time, being in a
college tennis environment and being
under pressure — all of them have
done a really good job,” Tan said.
see MEN’S TENNIS, page 7

